2015 mustang harness bar
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install. BimmerDriver Well-Known Member. When doing road racing, HPDE or autocross, safety
is 1. A proper car setup will have a rollcage and other nifty things. However, that tends to ruin
the car for the street, because you really can't drive a car with a cage without a helmet, as your
noggin may tend to bounce off of the various rails and tubes. A compromise is a rollbar in the
back, or if like me you don't plan to actually race but just do HPDE or autocross , then a harness
bar is a slightly lesser compromise, which doesn't interfere with your rear view and generally
requires fewer to sometimes no permanent modifications to the car. The Braum was not quite
as easy as I had hoped. One thing is that it's designed for up Mustangs, but in I believe Ford
changed the seatbelt mounts. So aside from the instructions being outdated, I had to do a little
cutting of the plastic trim near the mounting points to make room for the bar in my GT. Part 2
was that nothing really lined-up right. We'll assume vagaries in production of both the car and
the bar in addition to the installer me being an idiot , and so I used wood working clamps to help
align the pieces to get it together. Hence all of the marks and blemishes on the otherwise lovely
looking bars that they sent. The bar mounts in the outboard lower seat belt mounts for the front
seats, and the child latch mounting points in the rear. No cutting of the seat was necessary, it
uses the existing pass-thru. So, the harness bar carries the shoulder harness. I also needed to
mount the lower waist belts, and since I believe in 5 point harnesses, I also needed a mount for
the submarine belt. This fifth belt goes in your crotch and holds the harness down, preventing it
from sliding up into your stomach, which would be bad. It can also theoretically keep you from
submarining hence the name under the belts. But you would be using your gonads to keep you
in place, which I suspect would be uncomfortable. It came with two of the three mounting points
loops shown. The third one, for the crotch belt, came with the harness but I did have to go buy
some washers and a nut. Lots of choices for those. You can spend more. Research
certifications to determine what you want, and never buy a used one. It also reduces fatigue and
makes for a more enjoyable experience. Remember to turn off if you choose the traction control
and the radio and HVAC, put on your helmet and shut the door before you tighten the belts.
Because otherwise you're taking it all off again. Ewheels Well-Known Member. You may be held
in place better but you as a driver in your car are actually less safe now with this harness bar.
What happens if your car flips If your car flips, your neck will take all the weight. In a standard 3
point belt system, your body is free to move out of the way of a collapsing roof in the event of a
rollover. The likelihood of a rollover is probably fairly low but be aware that your car is definitely
not safer now. Their is nothing harder than changing safety equipment for a dual use car. There
will always be compromise. The famous Joe Marko from Schroth importer HMS motorsports on
several occasions has told us the harness bar without rollover hoop protection and your neck
getting broken in a rollover is a red herring. I would check the harness bar height relative to
your shoulder height. With today's harness material rarely old school nylon belts stretching
less some kind of head neck restraint is mandatory IMO. This adds another 1" to shoulder
height. Watch the angles of belt paths. Make sure to use the harness bar lock rings to control
the belts sliding on the bar especially is using a Head Neck Restraint. Check to see if the
Watson lap bar is for lap and sub-strap? If it is lap anchor only then consider a schroth 4pt ASM
belt setup. If you can mount a sub or weld more metal to reinforce if needed and add sub
anchors do 2 sub anchors about 4" from the centerline and use a 6 point harness set-up
parachute or climber style unless you have a seat with dedicated sub-hole. You can't use a 5pt
without a dedicated subhole and anchor about 10 degrees back from your jewels. I would not
recommend using it. The 5pt gives better rollover protection and 6pt better anti-submarine and
lock up of lap belts at the hip. That's why you see fast pro cars with 7pt points too but 6 is still
the standard. You will see cost differences depending on the certification on the same devices.
If auto-x or HPDE I do not think anyone looks at these dates except maybe the ultimate rule
followers I pulled out all my interior from a new october GT to build my racecar. If you need
pristine plastic panels that you cut or the rear seat bottom cushion that the bars hog out the
kiddy seat slits I have them if you need. Grintch Well-Known Member. Ewheels said:. Grintch
said:. Not getting into a car with a harness bar must be a SoCal thing--I've never seen that in
Ohio or Texas. I agree with EWheels as far as road racing competition. A matter of fact 30 years
ago when I ran decated track cars I felt that just a roll bar, 4 or 5 point gave you a false sense of
security. Then I grew up. I understand not everyone can have all the protection that a cage will
offer and they just dont want too cut into their interior to install even a roll bar. I do agree with
Ewheels that for HPDE a Schroth Quick Fit belt is the lowest cost with the least impact to keep

yourself planted and safe in your seat. However if you autocross a harness bar works great.
And I actually have a harness bar in my Mustang that my daughters got me for my last birthday.
I used it on my last track event along with my Schroth 4 point harness. I guess I like to live a
little dangerously. Sargent1 Member. But driving your street car on the track is not real racing,
and is much safer unless multiple people driver, other drivers, oraganizers, stewards Which is
more performance spread than your typical track day. At least outside the bottom groups where
there can be very wide variation in car prep and driver skill. But the real driver of the safety
differences is no one SHOULD be fighting for every inch and fraction of a second at a track day.
A little bump and grind that would be considered normal and incidental in a race would be a big
deal at a track day. Every racer is licensed. That's a minimum standard of ability. Some of the
speed disparity also comes due to low participation numbers which is the reason for mixed
group. Those 3 guys in FC are only competing with themselves if they are even close on
laptime. Oddly enough the Gen 3 drove me out, as the upgrade cost was more than I paid for my
car, which seemed excessive for 25 hp, and seemed to not address some of the weak points.
Ran my last race towards the end of But breaking my ankle and being old-ish also were a factor.
Tracks days in the Mustang are generally cheaper, are lower stress, and more fun. But yeah,
taking the body off in 2 minutes and having good access to most everything is great. And the
SRF is overbuilt compared to the typical Sport Racer or Formula car, so I think it is the best car
to have in terms of running costs. Cheaper than a Spec Miata for a national class car. You must
log in or register to reply here. A S Mustang seat belt harness bar is a must for any track or
autocross enthusiast. It is a direct bolt in to existing bolt locations in the S Mustang. This S
Mustang harness bar is easily installed with no interior modifications and can easily be
removed. After the 2 side bars are installed the cross bar can be easily removed in less than 5
minutes and stored to allow passengers to sit in the backseat. The harness bar kit includes
bracketry to install aftermarket lap belts. It is constructed from 1. Installation Instructions. You
must be logged in to post a review. Category: Safety Tag: newblue. Description Brand
Additional information Installation Instructions Reviews 0 Description A S Mustang seat belt
harness bar is a must for any track or autocross enthusiast. Both Mike and Brianne come from
racing families so forming a performance oriented company was a no brainer. Installation
Instructions Installation Instructions. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Related products.
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Select Your Vehicle. Year Braum Racing. Cipher Auto. Previous 1 Next. Not able to find what
you are looking for? If you are taking your car to the track upgrading from conventional
seatbelts to four or five point harness type belts is a great idea. Not only will it improve safety,
but by being more firmly planted in your seat you will be able to better control the car, respond
quicker to how it is handling and in the end reduce your lap times. In order to install a harness
in your car you will need a harness bar. Sometimes these are integrated into roll cages. They
also add a custom touch to the interior without the complication of a full roll cage. Be sure to
check fitment for your application and take all the necessary measurements before ordering this
product. It is also important to note that while using racing style harness belts is a great idea for
competition some cities and states have rules against using this type of safety restraints on the
street. In some application stock type belts can be retained while running a harness bar, but if
you plan on eliminating the OEM belts altogether be sure to check your local laws first. Q: What
is a harness bar? Why buy one? A: Harness bars are bars that mount behind the front seats to
allow the installation of a racing style 4 or 5 point seat belt, also called a harness. Racing
harnesses provi
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de much improved safety and security to the driver and passenger in a vehicle, and by keeping
the driver firmly glued to their seat they also can help improve car control; however most OEM
cars do not have provisions for the shoulder belt portion of the harness. A harness bar provides
an anchor point for the shoulder straps to attach to, so that you can install a full harness in
almost any vehicle. If you want to run track days or add a harness for looks, but do not want to
add a permanent roll cage or roll bar, a harness bar is the only way to go. It will give you added
safety while keeping your interior clean and functional. Filter Your Results. Harness Bars Braum
Racing 2. Cipher Auto 9. Choose Your Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy.
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